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Chapter 9 

Instant Phototherapy 
with Children 

and Adolescents 
ROBERT I. WOLF 

I NSTANT photography was first developed in 1948 by Dr. Edwin H. Land. 
This remarkable process enabled the photographer to view his finished print 

only minutes after the photo had been taken. The film was developed and 
printed automatically by chemicals that were located within the film cartridge 
and were activated by rollers which spread them over the film surface as the 
film was withdrawn from the camera. 

Today this process has been refined. rnstant photography is now easily 
available and quite simple to use. The process is quick and precise, and its 
results are so impressive that it is rapidly becoming a new art form for avante
garde photographers. As the reliability of the process improved and the cost of 
film and cameras lowered as a result of mass production, instant photography 
came within reach of psychotherapists who were looking for innovative tech
niques to reach patient populations difficulc to motivate in traditional 
psychotherapy experiences. These early pIoneers were especially struck by the 
impact this experience had upon autistic children, antisocial children, learning 
disabled ch ild ren and a<.:li ng-ou t adolescents, see e. g. Gee,' 1976, Wolf, 1976. 

This is by no means to suggest that possible applications of instant 
photography arc limited (0 these patient populations, but rather, to point out 
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that the use of this technique is still in its infancy. However, since most of my 
experience has been gleaned from work with these populations, the content of 
this chapter will focus upon my theoretical understanding of the impact of in
stant photography upon the development of object relationships and ego skills, 
which are a central component of the therapeu tic treatment of autism, learning 
disabilities and acting out behavior disorders. 

I will also discuss the interrelationship between visualization and verbaliz;:l
tion of affects, as promoted by our instant photo technique, and the effect of 
this process on the tendency to act out as often found in antisocial personalities. 

WHY INSTANT PHOTOGRAPHS? 

The instant photo is a spontaneous document. It captures the present in a 
"stop-action" form and offers to the viewer an opportunity to observe, examine 
and respond to what has just occurred. This quality of immediate feedback 
tends to hold the attention of the viewer, especially if he himself has taken or 
been the subject of the photograph. ] t offers him a nonthreatening way to take a 
close look at aspects of himself that previously may have been lost in the con fu
sion of his impulsiveness. The photos can serve to initiate important discus
sions that may ultimately elicit significant information about the viewer. In 
therapeutic sessions this often leads to new energy and interest and can result 
in important insights in the patient. 

The initial experience of having his own photo taken may also help a resis
tant patient overcome anxiety. It immediately engages him on a level at which 

he can feel personally involved in the therapy process. This investment holds 

the patient's interest and stimulates further involvement as the therapeutic rela

tionship continues to evolve. 

Even impulsive patients who require a great deal of structure and seek im

mediate gTatification are able to utilize this technjq~e because of the spon

taneous nature of the instant print: they are figurat ively held captive by the ex

citement of seeing their own image reflected in the photograph. 

THE BASIC TECHNIQUE 

The instant camera may be used in psychotherapy in a wide variety of 
ways. It may be used as part of a single diagnostic evaluation or as an integral 

part of long-term, ongoing psychotherapy (Wolf, 1978). Regardless of the 
manner of its use, however, I have fou nd the follow ing general procedure to be 
helpful. The procedure, of course, may be modified La suit a specific situation. 

The therapist introduces an instant camera and film inlO the therapy session 

and demonstrates its use. Then he may suggest that he and the patient 

photograph each other. This can be expanded upon in several ways. The 
therapist may suggest that each person pretend to do something, make a silly 

Instanl Phototherapy with Children and Adolmerlts 

face or gesture, or he may simply ask how the patlent feels.today and suggest 

that he give this feeling bodily or facial expression in the photo. 
In a group, the therapist may suggest that photos be taken of group 

members. The selection process may be by group decision, or, depending upon 

the group's need for structure, may be left to the therapist alone. 
After the photos are taken, the group or patient is instructed, with tr:e 

therapist's help, to cut out the figures from their backgrounds. Next, photos 

selected by the patient are placed on a neutraJ paper in a configuration of his 
own design, and glued into place. The backgrounds as well as the figures may 
be used. The determination of how many figures or background photos will be 
used, or of their configuration on the paper, may be left to the patient or struc

tured by the therapist. 
The patient and therapist together look at the picture and begin to associate 

playfully lO the images. The patient is encouraged lO playfully draw in 
dements which elaborate his associations and begin to locate the photo-images 

in time and space. The negative space, created in the background pieces when 
the figures have been removed, may be drawn in by the therapist or the pa
tient. New elements may be added by simple line drawings, paint, magic 

markers, cray-pas, etc. New images may also be added by taking new photos 
and creating a collage. The original images serve as a starting point and are 

often expanded in very creative ways by the patient. 
For some patients this in itself may lead to significant new material for 

discussion with the therapist. Some less verbal youngsters may not be able to 
move to the next step described below, It is important for the therapist to be 
sensitive to Lhe abilities and needs of each patient in determining how far to 

pursue this process. 
If, however, the patient is able to work on a verbal level, it may be helpful 

for the therapist to ask him to look carefully at each element in th~ finished pic
ture and envision himself as each figure. The patient is then asked to say 
whatever he feels the figure is saying, thinking or doing. These verbalizations 
may then be written verbatim, in cartoon caption format, by either the 

therapis t or the patient. 
If there is more than onc fIgure in the picture. [he therapist may elicit an 

ongoing dialogue from the patient by asking him to become each person and 
respond {Q the previous verbalization. This may go on until the patient is 

satisfied with the dialogue. The therapist may just help \0 document the pa

tient's responses or may acri\'c!Y engage in the dialogue by taking on Lhe role of 
one 0,- more of the characters, This approach resembles the technique of 
psychodrama except thai we no\\ have created a lasling product of the imag

inative experience to which the patient may later refer. 
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GRAPHIC ELABORATION: A PSYCHOANALYTIC PERSPECTIVE 

We use the instant photo as a screen upon which the patients may project 
images and explore their underlying significance. This process is similar to the 
~free association" employed in traditional psychoanalysis. In the free associa
tion process, a patient is asked to assume a relaxed state and wrbaljze 
whatever thoughts, feelings or images enter his mind, These are then further 
explored by examining their latent content, that is to say, the underlying 
thoughts or feelings which link each of these elements together. Often it is not 
until the patient has carefully explored these underlying thoughts that the 
significance of the original images becomes clear, 

In a similar way we ask our patien(s to "play" with their phOlOS and draw 
whatever they wish to add or graphically elaborate upon to their original im
age. The therapist may then be able to help the patient explore the underlying 
content of these images and trace them back to emotionally significant issues. 
By creating a playful tone in the session the therapist is often able to help the 
patient overcome his resistance to this process. 

Many elements of primary process thought may occur during this elabora
tion process. At first, time and space distortions and the recognition that many 
of his thoughts are connected by proximity or opposition to each other may be 
quite frightening to the patient. He doesn't know why he is drawing what he is! 
Here the therapist's ability to help him relax and play with the seemingly il
logical material as it emerges is often crucial for the successful application of 
this technique. 

Once a relaxing atmosphere is created, the therapist's instruction {O cuI the 
figures from their backgrounds may stimulate the patient'S fantasy life. As the 
figure is freedJrom its links in time and space which had been provided by the 
background field of the photo, the patient can more easily focus on important 
nonverbal aspects of each figure. The body language, gestures and facial ex
pressions which had been camouflaged by other, stronger reality clements of 
the photo, begin to emerge more vividly. This helps the patient (0 become 
more aware of and sensitiled to the nonverbal elements of his images. 

According to psychoanalytic theory, when certain emOlions are not con
sciously experienced, they are not communicated through mechanisms that are 
consciously controlled. Because all emotions or affects do seek expression, 
nonverbal forms of communication such as gestures and physical stance, along 
with other more indirect forms of communication such as slips of the tongue, 
omissions and additions, often contain significant emotionally laden un
conscious messages. So as rhe patient sharpens his ability to focus on these 
nonverbal elements and is encouraged to graphically elaborate on his images, 
he demonstrates how well this (ecnnique lends itself to the discovery of un
conscious material. 

Ins/ani Phototherapy with Children and Adolaunts 

Variations 

The possibility for variations of this technique are often limited only by the 
therapis t's reluctance to reling uish con trol over the stru ct u re of the session. W t; 

have found that some of the most creative applications of this technique were 
discovered by patients who were given the freedom to explore the range of 
possibil ities without restriction. 

This photo medium lends itself particularly well to the creation of finger 
puppets. The therapist may photograph the patient's face and hands and have 
them cut out and fastened to small rings of paper that can slip around one's 
fingers. You then have a spontaneous finger puppet that can be further 
embellished with found materials or just left as is. Children love to role play 
characters that they create in this manner. The therapist may easily make a 
puppet of himself as well and role play along with the patient. Reversing roles 
is quickly accomplished by exchanging puppets. As one may imagine, the pro
jective potential of this kind of project is limitless. 

Another interesting project with tremendous projective potential is the three 
dimensional stage. Figures are cut out and fastened in a free standing fashion 
to a piece of paper which acts as the floor in a scene of the patient's own design. 
He can add characters by photographing Other people or posing for photos in 
various gestures. The patient can draw and add color directJy to the photo to 
create the different characters. Imagine the potential for uncovering un
conscious attitudes toward various family members if you ask a youngster to 
role play each family member and create representational characters Out of 
their photographs! Additional material will of Course Come from the patient's 
placement of each figure. 

There are various devices commercially available which can enhance these 
instant photo scenes. One is a clear plastic cup with space to insert artwork 
which can then be viewed through the transparent outer surface, Another is a 
badge-making kit that laminates artwork Onto a metal button that can be worn 
on one's clothing. These materials are available through mailorder catalogs and 
motivate the patient to carry off, into his world, projects which represent his 
work and relationship with his therapist. This is particularly important when 
working with youngsters who tend to use the therapist as a transitional object 
and need to feel connected to him during the long hours which separate each 
session. 

OTHER THEORETICAL ASPECTS 

Ego Buildirtg Qualities 

It is generally agreed that the ego develops from the infant's experience of 
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his body. Ego psychologists have made much use of the concept that the ego is 
at first a body ego. This certainly makes good sense from a developmental 
perspective, for the young infant is immersed in a world of physical ex
periences. Sight, touch and sound are the first perceptions with which the 
growing infant begins to make sense out of the initially confusing bombard
ment of stimuli. 

It is, therefore, understandable that an experience that focuses upon one's 
visuaJ perception of oneself would help to strengthen ego weaknesses that have 

led to distortions in body image or self-concept. By providing a variety of visual 
feedback, the photo medium offers the patient an opportunity to organize his 
perceptions and ultimately learn who he is. It may be quite therapeutic for the 
patient to simply have a chance to observe how he looks from different perspec
tives. 

In addition to these primary ego skills I have found this technique promotes 
the development of other ego skills as well. Organizational skills are stimulated 
as the patient learns to follow the simple tasks that are required by this pro
cedure. He must learn to follow instructions, delay immediate gratification for 
the benefit of greater future satisfaction, and learn sequencing skills in order to 
operate the camera effectively. The patient also develops his integrative skills 
as he attempts to create an environment for his figures. By drawing in the fan
tasy background and adding other imaginative elements which locate the initial 
image in time and space, the patient begins to familiarize himself with certain 

of his unconscious and preconscious fantasies. Then in the process of talking 
about these images and ultimately their related feelings and conflicts, further 
integration of inner and outer aspects of the patient's personality is achieved. It 
is this "owning" of previously repressed or dissociated parts of the ego which 
fosters a strengthening process. Libidinal energy which was previously used in 
the service of repression is now freed for more productive purposes. It is impor
tant to note that for certain patients, particularly young children, this "owning" 
of fantasies may occur on a playful or symbolic Iev-e1 witham the need for the 

patients to gain conscious insight into the historical root of the conflict. A 
resolution of the conflict may occur in this manner as the child gains a symbolic 

sense of maStery over his psychic dilemma and frees energy previously bound 
up in the struggle. The patient's abstracting skills are stimulated as he draws 
images which on some level relate lO his inner life. The process of transforma

tion from inner fantasy into an externalized two dimcnsional drawing promotes 

the patient's ability to perform abstract tasks_ Further verbalizations continue 

to strengthen this bridge be tween abstract images and concrete though t~, 

lending breadth and depth to the patient's sense of selL 

Impact On Object Relationships 

A second major area where I have found illStant phototherapy to have 

JnJlarr( Photo/herap)' with Children and Ado{f}((rt Is 

significant impact is in the development of the patient's object relationships. By 
using this technique as an integral pan of ongoing psychotherapy I have seen 
marked improvement in the patienl'~ level of object relatedness. This is par

ticularly important for patients \'>/ho have had problems in their separation/in
di viduat ion phase of development (Mahler, 1963). 

The patient is thus able, in a playful manner, to work through his difficulty 

in differentiating between self and object - a major developmental tasK. See' 
ing himself and the therapist in various positions, at times by themselves, at 
other times together, he is slowly able to internalize the concept of feeling 
himself to be a separate, functioning person/object. Furthermore, by cutting 
out these figures and reintroducing them into self-created environments, theJ 

1. patient is allowed to develop a sense of mastery over this differentiation pro
cess. 

Another important process which is promoted by using instant photos is the 
patient'S ability to internalize his object representations. In other words. the 

patient may begin to take, inside of himself, a psychic representation of his 
therapist, which may then enable him to function more autonomously. By feel
ing as though he has the therapist (clearly representing the mother, transferen

tially) with him, he is more able to feel comfortable moving out· into the world. 
This process may be compared to the concept of identification a:; a way to over
come a sense of object loss. Many youngsters who have been unable to suc
cessfully internalize representations of their own mothers in this fashion may 
discover a second chance to correct this handicap through this process. The 
therapist rna y offer to provide such a you ngster wi th a creat ive jou rnal which he 
may keep with him at home and bring to sessions with him. In this journal the 
youngster may glue photographs of himself and of the therapist. This journal 
may well become an important link between the therapist and patient, enabling 
the patient to slowly improve his ability to achieve object constancy and feel as 
though he is still in the presence of the therapist even during the days between 
actual sessions. 

I have oftcn found that the ability of children with learning disabilities to 

maintain a level of object constancy has been impaired by early environmental 
failures. Whether these failures are caused by defective responses by early ob. 
jects or are a result of genelic predispositions or a combination of both is a 

debatable issue and one that extends beyond the scope of this paper. It is suffi
cien t to say that whatever the cause, the fact remai ns that withou t th is im por
ta n l devclopmen tal mllestone having bee n reachcd, the youngste r suffe rs in 
both his Inte rpersonal relat ionshi ps and, as I shall later discuss in greate r 
det ail, in his abil it y to cathect knowledge. Or in other words, to learn! By offer

ing \>hows of the therapist in this format ,ve arc pro\'iding a reparatl\'e process 
in which the journal nJay be used by the pacienc as a transitional object (Win
nicott. 1975). The journal becomes highly cathectic and offsets [he anxiety 
('rca ted by the transferential reco:lstrUClion of lhe original traumatic separation 
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from the early objecl. Other theoreticians ha\·e described similar \\·aY5 in which 
children ward off separation anxiety. Anna Freud described how young 
toddlers often go into a trancelike state which she calls ~imaging" when 
separated from their mothers. In this "imaging" process she speculates that the 
infant conjures up an image of the lost mother and is then relic\·ed of all 
anxiety. 

On another level, patients with separation/individuation conllicts may be 
able to successfully resolve these conA icts by symbol ieaH y explori ng, ina 
playful manner, their wish for fusion with the object and the concomitant fear 
of being engulfed by the object. Patients seem more able to explore these 
frightening parts of themselves through the use of their visual images. The at
mosphere of playfulness offers a safe place within \vhich visual images may be 
freely elicited and explored. 

TREATMENT IMPLICATIONS 

Defenses and Resistance to the Therapeutic Process 

Visual images may often circumvent secondary process verbal defenses and 
lead us to highly cathected, libidinally charged unconscious conflictual material 
(Robbins, 1980). Through the ongoing usc of instant phJLOlherapy the 
therapisr can get a clear pattern of the patient'S defense mechanisms by listen
ing to the secondary revisions which are llsed by the patient to move away from 
this conflictual material as it is inevitably stirred up, It is important [0 note thaI 
verbalizations may at times lead towards unconscious conflicts and at other 
times may lead away from them. The therapisl must use his sensitivity and em
pathic skill to know whether ,a statement is authentic or defensive and en
courage Ihe patient to move in a direction which It:ads to a sense of self
awareness and integration. At times the therapist may enter the patient's worltl 
of images to make meaningful contact; he may cntcr Ihe visual metaphor 
without attempting to analyze it. This may leave tnc patient with lhe scJ)~<: of 
being deeply understood and appreciated, and foster a sense of thc.:rapcutic 

alliance. 

T ransferenee Assessment 

Instant photos may be used to uncover p;uicnt's transfcrence n;actions to [he 
therapist. The therapist n<:eus only to suggest to the patient that he take a photo 
of the therapist and, as described abo\·c. dm\\' in the backgTCluncl. This elicits a 

great deal offantasy mal<'rial related to the I hcrapisL \ \' henc\·er POSSl ble. (art: 

should be taken (0 encourage the I-l<ltieflt to set lIfJ the po~c of the thcrapi~t hy 
dc-Illonstrating- the gtstun: or facial c."pression which lhe th('rapi~t ~h()uld 

assume for tile photo, This lends to create an image of the lherapist ul!0n which 
tht: palient Illay easily pnJjcl"t ,Ill kind, (II· f;\Jlla.,io, It is (lflUI helpful 10 do ;{ 

Ins/ani Photol!leTapy wilh Children and Adolesunts 

Iransference assessment periodically to monitor the subtle changes in the pa
tient's altitude toward the therapist. 

INSTANT PHOTOTHERAPY WITH LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN 

Effects of Object Relationships on Cognitive Growth 

In one of his early letters, Freud described his concept of memor>' as b~ing 

integrally related to that which had previously been internalized by the infant 
as libidinally cathected conflicts and fantasies. His thesis was that, from aJl that 
one is exposed to, one selects and remembers that which is found to be of "in
terest. n He saw this "interestn as a derivative of the libido that had been 
originally attached to this early infantile repressed material. He further 
speculated [hat what was of interest today, that is, what one has chosen to 
remember and focus attention upon, could be examined in the psychoanalytic 
process through the technique of free association and fou nd to be a derivative of 
some long lost and repressed infantile conflict. 

The implication here is important for anyone who attempts to address 
themselves to the special needs of learning disabled children. Freud is, in a 
sense, saying that one's basic quest for knowledge, or the libidinally cathected 
drive to learn and explore that which is unknown, is intimately tied to the 
rediscovery of that which has been at an earlier time ~known" and then later lost 
within oneself (Freud, 1966). 

Later object relations theoreticians have taken Freud's concept and 
developed it further by pointing out that it is specilicially the early object rela
tionships, that is tbe infant's first relationships with parenting figu res usually 
experienced within the first few months of life, which provide a foundation for 
one's later manifest drive to pursue knowledge (Modell, 1977). This thesis rests 
upon a careful study of the interrelationship between one's ability to achieve 
object constancy, that is, to perceive an object and hold in one'~ mind a mental 
representation of the object, and one's later ability to cathect knowledge in the 
world. It is believed (hat the latter ability is dependent upon the former and is 
accomplished through a process whereby the early object cathexis is trans
formed into a drive to cathect knowledge, thaI is to say, redirected from the in
ner to the outer world and displaced from an object onto an idea, concept or 
thought. 

It is believed that it is not only the child's ability to internalize this early ob
ject that influences his later learning process, bm it is the quality of the early 
rela t ionsh ip with that object which will profou odl y' infl uence the child's at· 
titudes toward learning. Winnicott (Deri, 1978) has described in detail the ef
fecc that the infant's relationship \\oith his mother can have upon his laler at
titude toward exploration of the world. He belin·ed that the young child inter
nalizes his mother's altitude toward IllS exploration of the world, If the mother 
looked upon her child's asserti\·e and independent strivings as exciting and 
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floating, nothing is connected to the ground or to each other. One gets the feel
ing that if all the lines were to connect and the forms were 1:>rought into rela
tionships with each other, it would be impossible to hide from the emptiness 
and pain of this world. This would be too devastating for Lester. At this point 
he needed these defenses to protect his fragile sense of self which Jay beneath his 
cool facade. 

-=-_.
-'I 

Figure 9-S. 

OUf initial contacts soon became too threatening for him. His next draw
ings of rigid tenements were made wilh rulers. During the second session he 
began to draw one house on fire and became so anxious that he had to leave the 
office. He was not ready for such a dj rect approach. H is feel ings had begu n to 

break throu~h his rigid, crumbling defenses and he sought the only other 
means of defense he knew - mowric discharge. Hejust left! \A.'e needed to find 
a slower approach which would permit him to strengthen his sense of self and 
encourage him to uuild a trusting relationship with his therapist. Only then 
would he perhaps be able to withstand the anxiely which mounted as he 
became more connected to his feelings. 

It was at this point, where Lester was asking for help yet unable to utilize 
traditional verbal therapy, that r olfered him an inslant camera and suggested

FI~urc g.{ a JIlU b. 
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that we together make a scrapbook of his neighborhood; taking photos and 
pasting them into a book or onto posters. 

Until this point it had been difficult to motivate Lester and stimulate his in
terest for any period of time but with the instant photo medium. his sense of 
mastery, immediate gratificat ion and feeling of bei ng in con trol of his environ
ment worked together to engage him in this project for several weeks. The col
lage posters were designed by Lester and constructed entirely from instant 
photos which we had taken while walking together through his neighborhood. 
During this period we spent much time out of the special education school set
ting and roamed about together, exploring his world, talking about almost 
anything, andjust gelling to know each other, By using the camera he was able 
to reenter his home/environment and focus on its clements; examining them 
with new curiosity and objectivity. He would noticc new things and see old 
things in new ways. This process slowed down his motoric activity and furcher 
stimulated his visual perceptual ability, 

At first he photographed only inanimate objects. He seemed to get pleasure 
out of taking 'inventory' of his world. He was confirming his reality; separating 
fact from fantasy. After a while he began to lake interest in photographing peo
ple. We entered a phase where all he wanted to do was photograph me and 
have me photograph him. We did this for some time - taking photos of each 
other in various positions and in many different places. He was allowing 
himself to begin to experience people in his ",,'orld, Up until this point it was 100 

frightening for him 10 really relate to anyone, but slowly, as trust beg-an to 
build in our relationship, he was able to overcome this fear and his underlying 
hunger for human contact began to appear. We spent the last few minutes of 
each session reviewing the daily photOs and when we had enough to mount he 
would carefully paste them onto his posters or iow his scrapbook. Many of 
these projects were taken home or brought 10 classes for tcachers or friends to 

view as a constant reminder of his growing ability to maintain contact in a 
highly gratifying relationship, 

This nonthreatening, ego strengthening activity gave Lester the opportunity 
to develop his aesthetic ability as well. He look great pride in his work. A new 
playfulness began to emerge as he proposed silly poses for our photos. This 
seemed to tap into a wealth of creativity which had pre,'iously been blocked 
behind his cool facade, He began to take greater interest in his acacJemic work_ 
As he began to realize his creativc resources, he was able to apply this to his 
academic studies, particularly science, social studies and creative wriling. Lesler 
began to show signs of identification wilh his thcrapi';t. Identification, being an 
unconscious process, is strongly affected hy non\-erbal experience. Hewing so 
many photos of himself and his therapist helped him to build a connection 
to his therapist which offered an importanl ne'l foundation for his growing yet 

te nuous personality. This new model I\'(lS seen as W3 rm. r.ari ng and consislent, 
yet at times also confronli\'e and firm. As Lnler slowl;' lillcrnallzcd 
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1his new modd he was abk to rr~'L' himself frOIll Ihe dcslrUCli\'c clfcets of other 
prc\'ious morc pathological or to"ic ilHl'ojeets. Quite spolll.::meously he one day 
proposed Ihal we bcgin a Ilew series or projects. He wanted to return to work In 
lhe oAlee and creale as\'. ies ot' drawings ,Illd pocms, He had been able 10 

dC"c!op S\l!~:Lielll [rust in IU' to ncutralize lhe anxiclY (hat had previously In
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Figure 9-7. 

terfered with our working together in such close proximity. 
He was able to draw freely and write about whatever thoughts or images he 

experienced. These drawings were in marked contrast to his earlier rigid, con' 
stricted work. 

One of his last drawings was made at the cnd of the school year. It was a CilY 
scene. In striking contrast to the unreal first drav.;ings of almost one year ago, 
this scene was more solid, grounded and connected. Behaviorally, his acting 
out had stopped and he was functioning well in school. He was well liked by his 
classmates and was able to express himself more freely bOlh ....erbally and ar
tistically, through words. poems and draw ings, 
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